
TALK’NPICK – NEW EFFICIENCY IN  
WAREHOUSE PICKING AND INVENTORY

With the most efficient and accurate solution on the market, you 
can handle inventory reception, put-away, picking and inventory. 
Easy and quick deployment allows up to a few months of pay-
back time for your investment! How to use this arm-wearable 
solution can be learned in an hour and it is suitable for almost all 
warehouse tasks regardless of the industry - from receiving in-
coming goods to internal transfers. 

Smartphone is the basis of Talk’nPick’s solution
The core of Talk’nPick’s solution is software that is downloaded 
to your Android smartphone. All sounds and speech are trans-
mitted via a wireless headset and the data can be read by using 
a finger scanner or similar. The wearable system is designed for 
mobile work with a technical sleeve for wearing the smartphone 
on the user’s arm. Accessories are available, e.g. RFID readers 
and portable printers. 

The solution is used multimodally with a combination of 
speech, touch screen and finger (or other type of) scanner. Stud-
ies have shown that this multimodal picking technology is the fast-
est and most accurate method for warehouses of almost any size. 
The solution works on a wireless Wi-Fi or public mobile network 
to avoid the cost of building and maintaining your own internal 
network. 

Superior ease of use 
Talk’nPick pays particular attention to the needs of users. The 
ease is already visible in the deployment phase, as the work be-
comes more efficient even starting from the first hours of use, 

freeing users’ hands and eyes for the actual work and superior 
ergonomics improve the feeling of work. Talk’nPick has received 
100% recommendation from our users! Talk’nPick can integrated 
into the client’s system in several ways. The fastest and easiest 
option is the voice picking interface found in many ERP and Ware-
house management systems. The decision about inte gration is 
always made based on the customer’s needs and the system  
in place. 

Boosts operations by up to over 40% 
Talk’nPick improves the efficiency of internal logistics operations, 
saving up to 40% of working time. At the same time, it reduces 
the number of errors in picking by up to 80%. Superior usability 
also enables the rapid use of a temporary workforce. Help in your 
warehouse comes quickly if needed, as the solution is at its most 
available one month after the order! 

Warehouse management at the new cost level 
With multi-customer batch picking and other warehouse man-
agement features, Talk’nPick also improves warehouse man-
agement in many new ways. It helps you to streamline your 
operations without heavy updates or investing in complex and 
unaffordable inventory management software. 

Perfect management with Tools Pro 
Tools Pro browser software supports Talk’nPick’s performance by 
optimizing work, managing workflows, and providing a real-time 
view of and control over all warehouse operations. 

Efficiency increased by almost 40% already in the first month. As a user, I can warmly recommend  
the introduction of Devoca’s solution.”  Logistics Manager Jyrki Ristinen, Oy Medifon Ab.
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Medifon Oy Ab was founded in 1981, a 
wholesaler of pharmacy equipment as 
well as a distributor. To respond to the 
pressure of rapid growth,, the Medifon 
wanted to enhance the efficiency of in-
ternal logistics operations for receipt, 
picking, and counting. The deployment 
of the solution achieved almost 40% of 
the increased efficiency in picking and 
responded to the challenges of rapid 
growth. Now there are over 50 employ-
ees using Talk’nPick in picking, put-away, 
and inventory. 

LTP Logistics Oy is a temperature con-
trol (+0°C to +3°C) food logistics service  
provider. Its customer base consists of 
small and medium-sized food industry 
operators. Talk’nPick was used to remove 
sticker-based picking, at the same time 
freeing pickers’ hands to do actual work. 
Additional efficiency was obtained 
through multi-customer picking, where 
multiple customer orders are picked at 
the same time. 

Tampereen Autovaraosa Oy, TAVO,  
is an import, wholesale, and retail com-
pany for heavy equipment spare parts. 
The wide range includes heavy equip-
ment spare parts and accessories for a 
wide range of car brands. A new, modern, 
efficient, and accurate solution was 
needed to replace paper-based picking. 
Talk’nPick’s solution helped TAVO to  
improve warehouse operations to be 
faster and more efficient, and to prepare 
for the tightening service requirements of 
customers. 
 

 
https://www.devoca.fi/toimialat

 

TALK’NPICK-customers

PLEASE SEE MORE CUSTOMER CASES ON OUR WEBSITE

MAIN FEATURES 

•   Reception
Deviation handling

 Lot and serial numbers
•   Put-away

Dynamic bin control 
•   Picking

Picking by units or weight
Multi-customer batch picking
Automatic transport ordering

•   Internal transfer 
Product search

•   Inventory
Annual inventory 
Continuous inventory

•   Management
Merging picking tasks
Product images
Multimodal use
Optimization
Warehouse area management
Real-time status update
Task management and priorization 
Employee management
Reporting 
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